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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we present an on-line auto attendant system,
CCL eAttendant, which has been employed on the
CCL/ITRI telephone network since January 2000. This
system is composed of speech recognition, text-to-speech,
computer-telephony integration, and HTML data importer
modules. It is based on WinTel architecture and is built on
a Pentium-III PC with MS-Windows NT and a Dialogic
D/41Esc telephony board. CCL eAttendant enables people
to find CCL employees’ extension numbers and forward
calls by speech.

1. INTRODUCTION

Today, the interface of human-computer interaction is
diversified with speech processing technologies. Speech
recognition (SR) enables computers to listen and text-to-
speech (TTS) makes computers to speak to be possible. In
addition, the development of computer-telephony
integration (CTI) technique makes it possible that users
can access information via the popular and inexpensive
telephone network. Based on these techniques, CCL
eAttendant was developed. It provides an office-
automation telephone service that enables people to inquire
CCL employees’ extension numbers and forward calls by
speech.

In section 2, we will first give a general description for
CCL eAttendant, and then describe the SR and TTS
modules. On-line performance evaluation of CCL
eAttendant is stated in section 3. Finally, a brief conclusion
is given in the last section.

2. CCL eATTENDANT

2.1 System Overview

CCL eAttendant is developed on a Pentium-III PC of
WinTel architecture with MS-Windows NT. To
completely utilize computation power and to have
expandability, the system is designed to be multi-threaded.

By simply extending the thread number, we can increase
the number of telephone channels that the system can serve.

CCL eAttendant consists of SR, TTS, CTI, and HTML
data importer modules. The SR module is an HMM-based
speech recognizer. It performs keyword spotting and
keyword verification. Speech output is generated by TTS
engine that is specially designed for CCL eAttendant. The
CTI module is built on a Dialogic platform. It uses a
Dialogic D/41Esc telephony board as hardware and
Dialogic SDK DNA 3.0 for Windows NT as software.
Main functions of the CTI module are to handle voice
interaction, user’s touch tone commands, as well as
cooperation with the CCL/ITRI telephone network. The
HTML data importer module is used to automatically
import through HTTP to get personal information of CCL
employees, including names, extension numbers,
departments, labs, etc.

When CCL eAttendant starts, it initiates all of the modules
described above and then waits for telephone call. While a
ring tone is detected, it prompts a welcoming speech that
includes a brief usage note of CCL eAttendant to users.
Speech signal is then recorded with end-point detection
and sends to the SR module. In the following step, the
keyword spotter of SR module generates a list of N
keyword candidates, i.e. the names. From this top-N list,
the keyword verification part verifies each keyword
candidate to give acceptance/rejection results. The results
are responded to the user with voice generated by the TTS
engine. According to the results, users may press touch-
tone commands to forward the call via the CTI module.

2.2 Speech Recognition Module

The SR module of CCL eAttendant comprises a feature
extractor, a recurrent neural network (RNN) based silence
remover [6], a keyword spotter, and a keyword verification
part. Feature vectors are extracted in a frame-synchronized
manner while a double-buffering record function is
executed on the telephony board. The recognition features
consist of 12 mel-cepstral coefficients, 12 delta mel-
cepstral coefficients, the delta energy, and the delta-delta
energy. The cepstral mean normalization method [7] is



employed to remove the telephone channel effects on an
utterance-by-utterance basis.

Before the keyword-spotting algorithm is applied, the
silence part of input speech is removed by the RNN-based
silence remover to reduce processing time. The keyword
spotter is used to generate a list of N keyword candidate.
Acceptance/rejection of each keyword candidate is decided
by the keyword verification part. Because keyword
spotting and verification are the most important parts of
the SR module, we will describe them in detail in the
following two subsections.

2.2.1  Keyword Spotting

Keyword spotting is an important branch of speech
recognition technology. The objective of keyword spotting
is to extract the keyword parts embedded in speech signals,
and the results of non-keyword parts can be ignored. Our
keyword spotter is an HMM-based continuous speech
recognizer consisting of 100 3-state right-FINAL-
dependent INITIAL models and 38 5-state context-
independent FINAL models. Observation distribution of
each HMM state is modeled by a mixture Gaussian
distribution with diagonal covariance matrix. The number
of mixture components in each state is variable and
dependent on the number of training samples, but a
maximal value of 10 is set. For silence, a single-state
model with 10 mixtures is used. MAT (Mandarin speech
data Across Taiwan) database version 1.0 [4] is used to
train HMMs.

Keywords of CCL eAttendant are the employees' names
(there are around 1,000 keywords in our system). Most of
them are 3-syllable words and have very close
pronunciations. For filler modeling, 94 lexical fillers [2]
are used. They are frequently occurred words in auto
attendant domain, including greetings, inquiries,
departments, and professional titles.  The lexical fillers are
much dependent on application domains. To obtain better
performance, the set of lexical filler should be designed
carefully. Practical instances are much helpful for lexical
filler design. In our system, the finally used 94 lexical
fillers are extracted from on-line recorded data. These
keywords and lexical fillers are converted into lexical trees
to avoid redundant search and maintain the relationships
between words for our spotting task.

To produce multiple keyword candidates for the following
verification process, word graph search algorithm [1] is
applied to our keyword-spotting task.  This algorithm can
satisfy multi-output requirement.

2.2.2 Keyword Verification

Because the result of keyword spotting may be incorrect,
and it is possible that the input speech doesn’t contain any
keyword, it is important to verify the keyword candidates
to be the input keyword or not. The keyword verification
part of CCL eAttendant is realized in three steps.  First,
speech signal of the keyword candidate is segmented into
sub-syllable segments.  Second, verification on sub-
syllable level is applied to examine existence of a given
sound in the corresponding sub-syllable segment.
Verification units are INITIALs and FINALs. There are 60
verification-specific sub-syllable models (22 INITIALs
and 38 FINALs) and 60 verification-specific sub-syllable
anti-models. Totally, 120 HMM models are dedicated to
verification. Subword-based minimum verification error
(SB-MVE) [3] training algorithm is applied to train the
verification-specific models to gain higher verification
accuracy. The verification models are also trained with
MAT database version 1.0 [4].

Finally, word level verification is processed. In this step,
acceptance/rejection of a given keyword candidate is
decided. Confidence measure on word level verification is
determined by combining the results of sub-syllable level
verification according to the lexical representation of that
keyword candidate. If the word level verification score is
larger than a predefined threshold, the keyword candidate
is accepted; otherwise, it is rejected.

2.3 Text-To-Speech Module

Speech outputs of CCL eAttendant can be classified into
three categories: 1) general messages; 2) extension
numbers; and 3) employees’ names. Mechanism of the
TTS module of CCL eAttendant is to concatenate pre-
recorded speech templates for the first two categories and
uses the method of time-domain/waveform pitch-
synchronous overlap-and-add (PSOLA) [5] to generate the
employees’ names. These two parts are described in detail
as follows.

The general messages of CCL eAttendant have fixed
contents and are few in amount. They contain two
categories: complete messages and partial messages. The
welcoming message is one of the complete messages,
which are pre-recorded and simply played back. An
example of the partial messages is “S1’s extension number
is S2” where “extension number is” is the partial message;
S1 and S2 are the message slots to be filled with other kinds
of templates. In recording phase, a complete pattern that
includes the partial message is recorded. The
corresponding speech segment of the partial message is
then manually cut from the recorded speech as a template
for concatenation.



The extension number in the ITRI telephone network
system is a 5-digit number. To make a tradeoff between
naturalness of speech output and the amount of recorded
data, we divide the extension number into a stream of digit
strings. Each digit string has two digits at most. For
example, an extension number such as 12323 is divided
into 1-23-23. In recording phase, a set of ten isolated digits
and two sets of one hundred 2-digit templates are recorded.
The isolated digit is used as the beginning part of speech
output of the extension number. The 2-digit speech
templates are employed as the middle and the ending parts
respectively. One hundred 4-digit strings are recorded to
obtain these 2-digit templates. They are listed as follows:

(No. 1) 01 51
(No. 2) 02 52
           …
 (No. 50) 50 00
 (No. 51) 51 01
          …
(No. 100) 00 50.

For each 4-digit string, the two different types of speech
templates are recorded simultaneously with a short pause
between them. They are then manually segmented into 200
speech templates off-line. In synthesis process, output
speech for an extension number is generated by
concatenating templates of the beginning, middle and
ending parts respectively.

In general, a Chinese name is composed of two or three
tonal monosyllables. There are about 413 monosyllables
and 5 basic tones (4 lexical tones and 1 neutral tone). A set
of 413*4 tonal monosyllables are recorded as the basic
synthesis units. In addition, 240 words (2- and 3-syllable
words) comprising most frequently occurred tonal
combinations are recorded to obtain the prosodic
information (duration, intensity and pitch of a syllable).
The PSOLA method is employed for modification of
prosodic information [5].

3. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

CCL eAttendant began its alpha test in September 1999.
After several versions of modification, it has become a
standard office-automation service in CCL/ITRI since
January 2000.  The service is open to everyone in the
world, however, most of the users are CCL/ITRI
employees who need to contact with each other frequently.
From January 2000 to June 2000 (119 wording days), there
had been totally 5,572 speech inquiries served, i.e. 47 calls
per working day in average.  The on-line speech data can
be classified into three types: 1) KEYWORD - the input
utterance contains a keyword; 2) OOV - there is no
keyword embedded in the input speech, i.e. out-of-
vocabulary words; 3) Operation Error - incomplete speech

data due to user's operation errors.  Table 1 shows the
distribution of these three kinds of speech data.

Ignoring user’s operation errors, there are three kinds of
system errors: false rejection, false alarm, and substitution
error.  False rejection is the error that the system rejects an
input utterance including a keyword.  False alarm is the
error that the system accepts an input utterance that doesn’t
contain any keyword.  Substitution error is the error that
the input utterance contains a keyword, whereas the system
accepts a misrecognized one. For the data set of
KEYWORD, false rejection and substitution error will
occur. Its performance is listed in Table 2.  In the data set
of OOV, only false alarm error exists. False alarm rate is
listed in Table 3.

From Tables 2 and 3, it can be found that when the input
utterance contains a keyword, CCL eAttendant usually can
correctly recognize the keywords.  However, when the
input speech contains no keyword, the false alarm rate
seems to be very high.  After analyzing the on-line
collected data, we find that most of these non-keywords are
ex-employees' names. Because similarities of Chinese
names are very high, it induces false alarm errors.  How to
lower the false alarm rate and keep an acceptable false
rejection rate is one of our main topics for improving
system performance in the future.

From user’s view, we define a call to be successfully
served when one of the following two cases is occurred.
The first case is that the input utterance contains a keyword
and the system responds correct name and extension
number. The second one is that the utterance contains no
keyword and the system tells the user that there is no such
person in CCL.  Otherwise, the call is served
unsuccessfully. For the 5,278 normal on-line utterances,
the successfully served rate reaches 83.5%.

4. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we give a brief introduction of our CCL
eAttendant.  In addition to system’s functions, we describe
the related techniques used in the system.  Through the
analysis of on-line collected data and users' responses, we
can announce that CCL eAttendant is really a practical
system.  In the future, we will incorporate some other
techniques to improve system performance, e.g. tone
recognition, on-line speaker adaptation, etc.  Furthermore,
capability of spoken dialog management will be added to
the system to provide a better service.
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Table 1. Distribution of on-line speech data

Number of speech data
KEYWORD 4666

OOV 612
Operation Error 294
Total Number 5572

Table 2. Performance for data set of KEYWORD

False Rejection 374 (8.0%)
Substitution Error 146 (3.1%)

Correctness 4148 (88.9%)
Total KEYWORD Number 4666 (100.0%)

Table 3. Performance for data set of OOV

Successful Rejection 263 (43.0%)
False Alarm 349 (57.0%)

Total OOV Number 612 (100.0%)


